CONTACT INFORMATION

HUP

Ben Chang:
215-570-1788(c), 610-527-2079(h);
benjamin.chang@uphs.upenn.edu
Mary Mastrando:
215-662-4283, 215-615-0474(f);
mary.mastrando@uphs.upenn.edu

CHOP

Plastic Surgery
Barb Payne (appts): 215-590-2208
payneb@email.chop.edu
Meg Maguire, NP:
maguirema@email.chop.edu
Kathleen Capuano: 215-590-2210
Capuano@email.chop.edu
Rosa Soto(file): soto@email.chop.edu

Ortho 215-590-1527
Kim LaVelle: lavellek@email.chop.edu
Houn Lim, PA: limh@email.chop.edu
THE HAND TEAM 2014

Plastic Surgery Resident
Runs the hand service

July/Aug
Sept/Oct
Nov/Dec
Jan/Feb  Hoang Nguyen (508) 847-7783
Hoang.Nguyen@uphs.upenn.edu
Mar/Apr Tony Taglienti (215) 459-0748
Anthony.Taglienti@uphs.upenn.edu
May/June Vivian Hsu (215) 738-0115#
Vivian.Hsu@uphs.upenn.edu

Hand Fellow: some months

Podiatric resident (Presby, PGY-3)
Works only at HUP.

Medical Student
You, the foundation of the team
Weekly Schedule

Mon.  Go to Chairman’s conference or
       7:00 am CAM OR all day

Tues.  7:30 am Student lecture*
        8:00 am CHOP plastics clinic*
        1:00 pm CHOP ortho clinic**

Wed.  7:15 am CHOP OR all day

Thurs.  6:00 am Resident conference+
         7:00 am Conference +
         8:00 am CHOP ortho**(1,3,5)
         8:00 am CAM office (2,4,5)
         1:00 pm CAM office (1,3,5)
         1:30 pm KOP office (2,4)

Fri.  Didactics
      7:00 am Exton OR (4th Fri)

* 1 Wood , CHOP plastic surgery office
** 2 Wood, CHOP orthopedic clinic
+ 10 Penn Tower
DAY BEFORE OR
Check OR schedule with resident
Review office notes (Epic)
Review x-rays
Review pathology for tumors
   Medview or Epic
READ about cases

OR DAY
Help resident with:
Present one patient – 2 minutes
Pull up x-rays on PACS in OR
Put path reports in chart (send to path)
Position, pre and drape patient
Write Brief Op Note in chart (*HUP has a pre-made form to fill out. Ask resident if they would like you to fill it out)
Transport patient to recovery

CHOP OR: come early to change
Main building 4th floor. To get an OR badge with scrub access you will need to give them a form of ID.
*ask resident or BC for directions to specific OR Rooms
TYPICAL HAND OR SET-UP

Help resident with this:
Rotate OR table 45-90 degrees
Attach hand table
Wrap Webril around upper arm
Apply tourniquet (18” adult, 12” child)
Cover tourniquet/Webril with plastic 1000 drape, keep prep off Webril
Attach inflation cable to tourniquet
Chlorhexidine prep hand, forearm
Scrub tech covers hand table with sheet and puts down a blue towel folded in half lengthwise under arm tourniquet
Wrap blue towel around tourniquet, clip
Put arm through extremity drape
Cover legs with down sheet

Suction for trauma or fracture cases
Bipolar pedal under hand table
Flouro on operative side
Flouro screen on opposite side
Perelman CLINIC

Activate EPIC account *before rotation*
EPIC Help Desk: 215-662-7474
Add Perlman plastic surgery site (191)

Patients with yellow dots are ready to be seen. See patients with the resident initially. When ready, you can start seeing patients yourself. Ask BC if appropriate, then go in and *introduce yourself*. Tell them you are a med student and that Dr. Chang will be in to see them shortly. Perform targeted Hx and PE. Present to Dr. Chang.

Review these sections in EPIC (by RN)
*Chief Complaint, Medications, Allergies, Medical problems*
Review ER notes and X-rays in Medview if any.
For new patients: if there is concern for a fracture, ask the resident to order an X-ray prior to BC seeing the patient.
EPIC PROGRESS NOTE

DO NOT use Notewriter
Dr. Chang will put in template for you
Edit template as needed
F2 through entire note
Return patients: import last note & edit
Pay attention to detail!
Minimize abbreviations
Name fingers: index, long, ring, small
Note goes into letter to PMD
Do not refer to “Dr. Chang” in note
IMP: “Healing well after” not S/P
Spend time on the PLAN
explain what we plan and why
treatment: OT, meds, surgery
tests: x-ray, EMG, labs
follow-up when?
?x-ray, in or out of cast
DO NOT close encounter
CHOP CLINIC

Plastic Surgery clinic (1 WOOD)
See patients with the resident initially. Second week, you can start seeing patients yourself and presenting to Dr. Chang.

Ortho clinic (2 WOOD: green pod)
Try to see as many patients and x-rays as possible. Tag along with Dr. Chang. If a patient needs a cast in ortho clinic, go to the cast room and help put it on. Introduce yourself to cast tech (Joe, Mary, Leroy or Liz).

DIRECTIONS to CHOP satellite

King of Prussia (KOP, 25-30 min.)
I-76 West, 18.4 mi.
Exit 327-328A-328B for US-202 W
toward US-422 W/KOP/W Chester
Exit 328A on the left for US 202 S
Keep left toward Mall Blvd
Exit 327 for Mall Blvd
Right on Mall Blvd
210 Mall Blvd, KOP, PA 19406